
Font   size   should   always   be   12   point   or   larger.  

3.  Use   Good   Contrast 

Always   choose   a   color   of   text   that   has   a   
high   level   of   contrast   from   the   background.   
It   is   recommended   to   keep   the   background   
white.   If   a   background   color   is   included   
ensure   that   the   contrast   with   the   
accompanied   text   is   sufficient.  

     4. Adding Illustrations

     5. Create Signatures
Go   to   the   Insert   tab,   choose   Signature,   
and   then   Signatures.   (Alt,   N,   G,   S).   
Signatures   created   in   this   way   can   be   
read   by   screen   reading   software   and   are   
accessible.   
Steps   for   Adding   Signatures:   

Go   to   the   Insert   tab,   choose   Signature,   then  
Signatures   
Click   on   New   
Give   Signature   a   name,   then   click   OK   
Type   in   Signature   information,   then   
click   OK   

Once   a   signature   has   been   created,   it   
can   be   added   to   emails   by   picking   it   
from   the   list   created.   Insert   tab,   
Signature,   then   either   choose   one   
already   created,   or   make   a   new   one.   
(Alt,   N,   G)   

To   add   an   illustration,   place   the   cursor  
where   the   illustration   is   to   be   inserted,  
go   to   the   Insert   tab   and   then   choose   the  
type.   If   navigating   by   keyboard   - Alt,   N,  
then   tab   to   the   correct   illustration   type.  
 

Wrap   Text   
After   inserting   the   illustration,   Right   
Click   on   image   (Shift+F10),   pick   Wrap   
Text,   then   choose   In   Line   with   Text   
from   the   context   menu.   Selecting   In   
Line   with   Text   will   ensure   that   the   
image   will   be   seen   by   screen   reading   
software.   
 
Adding   Alternative   
Text   and   Captions   
To   add   Alt   Text   to   a   Picture,   Clip   Art,   
SmartArt   and   Screenshot   in   Outlook   
2010;   Right   Click   (Shift+F10)   on   the   
image,   click   Format   Picture   (or   
Object,   or   Chart),   then   choose   Alt   text.   
 

To   add   Alt   text   to   Shapes   in   Outlook   
2010,   Right   Click   on   the   Shape,   
choose   Format   AutoShape,   then   
choose   Alt   Text   tab.   
 

To   add   Alt   text   to   a   Chart   in   Outlook   
2010,   Right   Click   on   the   Chart,   
choose   Format   Chart   Area,   then   
choose   Alt   Text   tab.  

           . Provide Structure to Your Emails7
Using   built-in   formatting   styles   could   be   the  
single   most   important   step   in   making   emails  
accessible.  
In   the   Format   Text   tab,   Choose   the   Styles  
menu   and   then   apply   structure.  
Headings: 

Highlight   the   text   chosen   for   the   Heading.   (To   select  
text   with   the   keyboard,   place   cursor   at   beginning   of  
text,   press   and   hold   Ctrl+Shift   and   Right   or   Left  
Arrow   to   end   of   text   to   be   highlighted).   
Open   the   Styles   Pane.                                              
 (keyboard   shortcut   is   ALT,   O,   FY).   
Apply   the   appropriate   Heading   to   the   text   in   the   main  
document.   (Arrow   up   or   down   within   Styles   pane   to  
find   appropriate   Heading).   
To   modify   the   heading   styles,   right   click   (Shift+F10)  
the   style   name.   

List   Formatting   
The   easiest   way   to   set   lists   in   Outlook   is:   
Format   Text   Tab,   Paragraph   Group   and   
use   the   list   controls.   
If   navigating   by   Keyboard   make   a   list   by   first   
highlighting   the   text   then   pressing   Alt,   O.   
Then   press   U   for   Unordered   list   (bulleted   
list),   N   for   Numbered   list,   or   M   for   more   
options   for   the   list.   
 

Indenting   and   Line   Spacing   
This   same   area   of   the   formatting   ribbon   can   
be   used   to   add   (Alt,   O,   AI)   or   delete   (Alt,   O,   
AO)   indenting,   as   well   as,   control   line   
spacing   (Alt,   O,   K)   in   email.   

        Use Meaningful Hyperlink Tex  6. t

B e c a u s eSeven   Steps   to   Creating   an    People   who   are   blind   or   have   low   vision  

Accessible   Email   in   Outlook  
can   understand   your   emails   more   easily   if  
you   create   them   with   accessibility   in   mind.  

1.  Choose   HTML   Format 
Set   HTML   as   the   default   setting   by   going   to  
the   File   tab,   click   Options,   then   click   Mail.  
Under   Compose   Message,   select   HTML  
from   the   drop   down   menu   next   to   Compose  
message   in   this   format.   Click   OK. 

2.  Choose   Appropriate   Font   Style 
nd   Size 

Sans   serif   fonts   work   best   as   screens   with   
low   resolution   make   serif   fonts   more   
difficult   to   discern.   In   order   to   ensure   that   
emails   are   accessible   to   the   largest   
audience   possible,   choose   one   of   the   
following   serif   font   styles   for   emails:  

a

To   add   a   hyperlink   to   email:  
Place   the   cursor   where   the   hyperlink  
will   appear,   or   simply   highlight   the  
text   in   the   email   to   become   a   link.  
In   the   Insert   tab,   click   on   Hyperlink  
and   a   dialog   box   will   open.   (Alt,   N,   I)  
In   the   Text   to   Display   box,   type   in   the  
name   or   phrase   that   briefly   describes  
the   link   destination.   If   text   is  
highlighted,   this   box   will   already   be  
filled.  
Enter   a   URL,   a   location   within   the  
same   document,   an   email   address,   or  
even   link   to   another   document.  
If   choosing   a   URL,   type   it   into   the  
Address   box.   Click   OK  

For   additional   assistance:  
Contact   :   Barbara   Ann   Lewis   
blewis3@montevallo.edu   
205-665-6144  
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